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Reviewed by Duane Thomas
The eighth volume in Grand Master Matt Bur-

kett’s Practical Shooting series, Shotgun Mastery
focuses on one of the mainstays of Three-Gun
competition, the autoloading shotgun.

This is a two-DVD set. On Disk 1, Matt is
joined by John Paul of JP Enterprises and Mark
Buchanan of 3gungear.com to discuss equip-
ment: the guns themselves and support gear
(ammo, speedloaders, etc.). There are two main
types of shotguns used in the sport, the Reming-
ton 1100-series (usually the 11-87) and Benelli
(usually the M1 Super 90). Both receive their due
share of attention.

The shotgun is
actually the most
complex of the three
weapon types (pistol,
rifle, shotgun) to use.
That’s at variance to
most people’s per-
ception; they think,
“Ooh, it’s a shotgun.
It’s simple.” It’s not.
There’s much more
technical detail,
much more knowl-
edge of little things,
more factors that all
have to be exactly
right, to make a shot-
gun work (a) reliably,
(b) effectively in
Three Gun. By com-
parison, the pistol
and rifle are simple.

There’s much good
stuff on Disk 1. In
“Safety Notes” the
three amigos address
things about shoot-
ing Remington and
Benelli autoloaders
you need to know –
and might not, until
you learn the hard way
– or you’re going to injure yourself. They dis-
cuss terminology (if you’ve ever wondered
exactly what “dram equivalent” means, this is
the place to find out). The ammunition review
makes the process of choosing shot and slug
loads for specific applications much more
understandable. The info given on how to
strip, clean, lubricate, maintain, and reassem-
ble the guns (John takes the Remington, Mark
the Benelli) is the sort of stuff it would take
you years to learn otherwise.

On Disk 2 it’s into shooting technique, with

live fire on the range. Matt Burkett’s constant
student in the series, Kevin Elpers, was not
able to be there for this DVD, so instead Matt
drafted John Paul. This is good. Not to knock
Kevin, but John is a champion Three-Gun
competitor in his own right, and thus better
able to execute the techniques Matt teaches,
at a higher level right off the bat.

Rather than attempting a complete
overview of everything on Disk 2, let’s just
take a look at a few of Matt’s shooting tips:

• Quartering your body to the target, the
common technique when shooting a long gun,

allows recoil (abun-
dant with a 12
gauge) to twist your
body clockwise,
especially under
rapid fire. Instead
face the target
squarely and lean
into it. Matt calls
this the “football
player” stance.
Imagine you’re a
defensive lineman;
you’re about to take
a hit to the chest. If
you want to not be
twisted around and
knocked backward,
face the impact
squarely and com-
mit your body
weight forward.

• Fire a shotgun
with both eyes
open; it’ll help min-
imize flinch.

• When shooting
drills to check your
stance, do at least
five or six fast shots.
You can fire one

round out of a
shotgun using pretty much any stance

and feel like you’re doing okay. When the
recoil compounds through multiple shots,
that’s what really tells the tale.

• When mounting the gun (bringing it to
the shoulder to fire) you want to absolutely
minimize movement of your body and head;
the only things moving should be your arms
and the gun. An easy way to learn how to do
that is to get set up in your shooting stance,
then without moving anything else bring the
gun down to the start position. Then move it
back, also without moving anything else. 
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Matt Burkett’s Practical Shooting,
Volume 8: Shotgun Mastery

Matt Burkett’s Practical Shooting,
Volume 8: Shotgun Mastery

Professionals teach the techniques required to be a suc-
cessful shooter. These videos cover everything: safety,

equipment choice and set-up, stance, grip, eye domi-
nance, sight information, weak/strong hand shooting, tar-
get transitions, draws, reloads, trigger control, shooting
while moving, and lots more! (155 minutes)

“Practical Shooting…” (DVD Format) D39-15108 $59.95
“Practical Shooting…” (PAL/European Format) D39-15109 49.95
“How to Shoot Faster!” Vol. 4, DVD D39-15241 39.95
“Winning IDPA Techniques” Vol. 5, DVD D39-11593 35.95
“The AR-15” Vol. 6, DVD D39-11412 59.95
“How to Practice” Vol. 7, DVD D39-14302 39.95
NEW! “Shotgun Mastery” Vol. 8, DVD D39-18950 39.95
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